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Abstract 
 
Why do people believe that violence is acceptable? In this paper we study people’s 
normative beliefs about the acceptability of violence to achieve social control (as a 
substitute for the police, for self-protection and the resolution of disputes) and social 
change (through violent protests and acts to achieve political goals). Addressing 
attitudes towards violence among young men from various ethnic minority 
communities in London, we find that procedural justice is strongly correlated with 
police legitimacy, and that positive judgments about police legitimacy are associated 
with more negative views about the use of violence. We conclude with the idea that 
police legitimacy has an additional, hitherto unrecognized, empirical property – by 
constituting the belief that the police monopolise rightful force in society, legitimacy 
has a ‘crowding out’ effect on positive views of private violence. [133 words]  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
In August 2011 riots spread from London to the provincial English cities of Birmingham, 

Bristol, Leeds, Liverpool and Nottingham. Before the fires cooled, politicians and commentators 
rushed to explain not only the apparent willingness of a small number of citizens to participate in, but 
also a larger number willing to condone violent riots. Posited explanations ranged from social 
deprivation to insufficient policing to ‘criminality, pure and simple’ (Economist, 2011). When four 
British nationals detonated explosives on buses and trains in London in 2006 – killing themselves and 
52 others – commentators similarly stressed the need to understand why some are willing to commit 
violence and why others tolerate or even approve of terrorist violence (Leiken, 2012; Pargeter, 2008).  

 
Some varieties of violence may be socially desirable – individuals can have a need or 

opportunity to resort to force in self-defence or in defence of property (Getzler, 2005; Squires, 2006), 
especially if formal sources of social control are weak or absent (Black, 1983). Violence to change an 
unjust social order is sometimes desirable – and certainly impossible to extinguish entirely (Arendt, 
2006). But even if private violence is occasionally unavoidable, it is still necessary to understand 
when and why people hold positive views of violence. Since states cannot effectively predict or target 
in advance the specific individuals responsible for violent conduct of the kind seen in August 2011 or 
July 2006 (and April 2013 at the Boston Marathon), it is advantageous for them to work instead to 
develop certain public predispositions against violence. 

 
Public attitudes to violence outside formal state channels, either as a means of social control 

or social change (hereinafter, collectively ‘private violence’), thus merit study. We examine the role 
of state actions and legitimacy in people’s willingness to use violence outside of formal legal or 
institutional channels. Prior research indicates that the perceived legitimacy of the criminal justice 
system activates self-regulatory mechanisms: when people believe that legal authorities have the right 
to power and the right to dictate appropriate behaviour, they tend to defer to, and cooperate with, 
legitimate authorities because they feel it is the right thing to do (e.g. Tyler, 2003, 2006a, 2006b, 
2011a, 2011b; Bradford et al., 2013a; Elliott et al., 2011; Huq et al., 2011a, 2011b; Jackson et al., 
2012a, 2012b; Mazerolle et al., 2013; Murphy & Cherney, 2012; Tyler, 2006a, 2006b; Tyler et al., 
2010). This work also shows the centrality of procedural justice to legitimacy: when police act in line 
with the norms and values of procedural justice, members of the public tend to believe that the police 
have the right to power.  

 
An influential body of evidence thus points to the idea that legal authorities can encourage 

citizens to regulate themselves when they act according to principles of procedural fairness (Sunshine 
& Tyler, 2003; Tyler et al., 2010). We generate new empirical insights into normative beliefs about 
violence (to achieve certain social and political goals) among a sample of young men from various 
ethnic minority communities in London. To our knowledge, no study has addressed the links between 
public attitudes towards violence and their perceptions of the legitimacy of the police (often the most 
available and salient representative of the state, see Bittner, 1970). Yet a foundational aspect of liberal 
democracy is that the police and the justice system monopolize force and violence in society. The 
police are independent arbiters in times of conflict, meaning that citizens do not have to seek redress 
for themselves.  When citizens cede the legitimate use of force to the police (and the state more 
generally), they explore non-violent avenues.  

 
Prior research has defined legitimacy as the right of legal authorities to exercise power, 

prescribe behaviour and enforce laws (Tyler, 2006a, 2006b); the recognition and justification of police 
power and influence involves the belief that the police have a ‘just, fair and valid basis of legal 
authority’ (Papachristos et al., 2012: 417). Extending this definition to include the recognised right to 
sole use of force in society, we consider the idea that police legitimacy judgments and positive 
attitudes to private violence have a zero-sum relation in the aggregate. To the extent that the police 
gain legitimacy, they may secure a perceived normative monopoly on rightful force (Geerth & Mills, 
1946). Positive police legitimacy judgments may have a ‘crowding out’ effect on attitudes to private 
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uses of violence. Conversely, the less legitimate the police are perceived to be, the more private 
violence may be tolerated, and the ends are seen to justify the means.  

 
This paper assesses the empirical links between how the police exercise their authority 

(procedural justice), whether the policed recognise and justify police power, and whether those 
policed also believe it is acceptable to use violence to achieve certain social and political goals. To 
that end, we draw on survey data gathered prior to August 2011 among young, male Londoners of 
various ethnic minority origins. This is a heavily policed subpopulation in which we expect to find 
significant contact with the police, and therefore significant variation in attitudes toward the police 
(cf. Bradford et al., 2009; Bradford & Myhill, 2011; Jackson et al., 2012a; Skogan, 2006; Tyler & 
Fagan, 2008). It is important to note, however, that we do not treat our sample as representative of the 
British public. Nor do we trust our sample as representative of young males from various minority 
ethnic groups in London. We exploit intra-sample variation to identify the correlations between 
contact with the police, procedural justice, legitimacy, and private violence judgments. Focusing on 
two forms of private violence, which we label violence as social control (i.e., as a substitute for the 
police) and violence for social change (i.e., as an alternative to accepted channels of political voice), 
we asked individuals in our sample whether they thought that it was right or wrong for a person to use 
violence to protect themselves from attack, to take revenge, to protest against injustice and 
globalisation, and so forth. 

 
A few more caveats should be made at the threshold. First, work on procedural justice 

typically uses surveys to capture heterogeneity among national or city-wide probability samples. Our 
analytical strategy is consistent with some of the foundational studies in this area (e.g. Sunshine & 
Tyler, 2003; Tyler, 2006a; Tyler & Huo, 2002; Tyler et al., 2010). We collect observational data, we 
model associations between contact, trust, legitimacy and a particular potential outcome (here, 
attitudes towards violence), and akin to earlier procedural justice studies our work does not provide 
evidence for any causal claims. But our study does slot neatly into a large body of empirical evidence 
on the links between procedural justice and various law-related behaviours and attitudes. Prior studies 
have linked legitimacy to compliance, cooperation and willingness to empower the police. We add to 
that list people’s normative beliefs about the use of violence to achieve certain social and political 
goals (cf. Loeber et al., 1998). 

 
Second, this study focuses on police legitimacy not on the legitimacy of the state as a whole. 

Police legitimacy warrants special study, not only because of the police’s unique association with 
coercion (Bittner 1970; Brodeur, 2010; Loader & Mulcahy, 2003) but also because of the frequency 
and density of police-citizen interactions. Third, this study addresses only two discrete types of 
private violence (for social control and social change). This does not exhaust the possible forms of 
private violence. The latter may also be motivated, for example, by familial status disputes or 
collective (national, ethnic, or even soccer-related) identifications (Tilly, 2003). Nor do we address 
potential collective dynamics in the production of private violence (Stott & Reicher, 1998). The 
results are thus only a starting point in a literature that has not addressed links between procedural 
justice, legitimacy, and attitudes towards private violence. 

 
Fourth, we cannot emphasize strongly enough that our study concerns expressed attitudes not 

actual behavior. Prior procedural studies have linked legitimacy to self-reported compliance 
behaviour, mostly focusing on low-level ‘everyday crimes,’ including ‘taking inexpensive items from 
stores without paying’ (Sunshine & Tyler, 2003: 545), ‘buying something that might be stolen’ 
(Jackson et al., 2012a: 1064) and ‘try to avoid paying as much tax as possible’ (Murphy et al., 2009: 
7). To our knowledge only Papachristos et al. (2012) has linked perceived police legitimacy to actual 
(self-reported) violent behaviour (carrying a gun and getting into a fight). We accept that attitudes to 
private violence will not perfectly correlate with decisions to use violence (see, e.g., Phillips, 2003). 
But we do believe that approval of private violence is an important object of public policy attention. 
Such approval is likely to be associated with behaviour, as well as the condoning of other people’s 
behaviour. People who think it is morally acceptable to use violence to achieve certain goals may be 
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more likely to engage in the act if the situation arose, less likely to condemn other people’s behaviour, 
and less likely to assist legal authorities in the detection and prosecution of violent acts. 

 
Fifth, the choice to sample ethnic and religious minorities reflects no implicit judgment about 

the distribution of propensities of violence. Rather, members of ethnic and religious minorities in 
London are heavily policed and have heterogeneous views of law enforcement (Macpherson, 1999; 
Mythen et al., 2009). Hence, the choice of sampled population indicates our effort to secure useful 
data by sampling a population likely to vary greatly in attitudes toward police. We consequently 
advance no claim about the correlations of youth, ethnicity, or faith with attitudes to private violence. 
It is also important to acknowledge that the survey was initially conducted on behalf of the London 
Metropolitan Police Service (MPS), partly in order to investigate possible negative implications 
arising from the adversarial relations some young Londoners from some ethnic groups have with the 
police (see Bradford, 2012). The MPS has a long standing interest in issues of ‘trust and confidence’ 
and public opinions of police more widely (Stanko et al., 2012), and fields a large scale, London-wide 
public attitudes survey on an ongoing basis. As ever, though, such surveys are likely to under sample 
exactly those groups most likely to have contact with officers; furthermore, at the time the present 
survey was fielded the MPS was particularly concerned that the ‘Prevent’ strand of its counter-
terrorism strategy, which aimed to divert people at risk from radicalization, was not reaching its 
intended audience. The current survey was conceived as a (necessarily partial) way of addressing both 
these issues.  

 
The article has seven parts. In section two we outline past work on procedural justice and 

legitimacy. The third part situates our study in respect to earlier studies linking state legitimacy with 
attitudes to private violence. The fourth introduces a small number of alternative possible factors that 
may explain variation in attitudes towards private violence. The fifth explains the methodology of this 
study and the sixth presents the results. The seventh section discusses the implications of the results 
and identifying opportunities for future research. A brief conclusion suggests potential avenues of 
further research. 

 
II. THE PROCEDURAL JUSTICE FRAMEWORK 

 
The study employs Tyler’s procedural justice model to (a) define and measure procedural 

justice, (b) define and measure legitimacy, (c) link procedural justice to legitimacy, and (d) link 
legitimacy to attitudes towards private violence. Three decades of procedural justice research have 
demonstrated that people are concerned with whether police decisions are made through fair 
procedures and whether they are treated in an interpersonally fair manner during decision-making 
processes – collectively ‘procedural justice’ (Tyler, 2006b, 2011; Tyler & Huo, 2002). Procedural 
justice judgments are partly a function of the quality of immediate contact with police, and while 
debate persists over whether positive as well as negative encounters with police will influence 
judgments of the police (Bradford et al., 2009; Myhill & Bradford, 2011; Skogan, 2006; Tyler & 
Fagan, 2008), past research suggests overall that negative encounters have a large negative impact 
whereas positive encounters have only a moderate positive impact (Jackson et al., 2012a, 2012b). 

 
The procedural justice model was developed to test the hypothesis that people’s compliance 

with the law is shaped by evaluations of the quality of the conduct of criminal justice agents – 
primarily the police – as distinct from the outcome of their decisions (Tyler, 2006a). Previous studies 
have found that procedural justice induces a belief in the legitimacy of police (Sunshine & Tyler, 
2003). Being treated fairly communicates value and respect within the group, which then stimulates 
moral identification with the collective, as well as the internalization of the value that one should obey 
group rules and directives. Legitimacy is here defined not only as a positive endorsement of the moral 
validity of police power and authority (Hough et al., 2013a, 2013b; Bradford et al., 2013b), but also 
as a felt positive obligation to defer to authorities such as the police (Tyler, 2006a, 2006b). 
Legitimacy is reflected not only in the extent to which individuals believe they have a set of duties 
and responsibilities in relation to the police, but also in people’s judgements about the morality of 
police action (for ongoing debate about the meaning of legitimacy, see Bottoms & Tankebe, 2012; 
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Tankebe, 2013; Tyler & Jackson, 2013; Hough et al, 2013b). People’s feeling of obligation toward 
legitimate authority figures are important, in short, but so also are people’s beliefs that the authority 
represents a set of core moral values that they themselves share.  

 
Studies have identified three desirable downstream effects of positive legitimacy judgments. 

First, legitimacy seems to motivate compliance with the law (Tyler, 2006b; Jackson et al., 2012a). 
Second, legitimacy explains variation in voluntary public cooperation with law enforcement efforts 
(Tyler & Fagan, 2008; Tyler et al., 2010). Third, legitimacy explains variation in people’s willingness 
to empower the police (Sunshine & Tyler, 2003). Demonstrations of procedural justice by police 
officers are also linked to reductions in the likelihood that police-citizen encounters end in violence 
(Mastrofski et al., 2002). And, while initial work on procedural justice was carried out in the US, 
Mike Hough and others have recently extended that model to the UK (Bradford et al., 2009; Hohl et 
al., 2010; Hough et al., 2010; Huq et al., 2011b; Jackson et al., 2012b; Bradford, 2012; European 
Social Survey, 2012; Hough, 2012, 2013), confirming the existence of procedural justice effects of 
public contact with legal authorities within the British population.  
 
 Our contribution in this paper is to examine a fourth potential outcome of legitimacy: namely, 
the belief that it is (morally) unacceptable to use violence to protect oneself, violence to take revenge 
and resolve disputes, and violence to achieve certain political objectives (e.g. to use violence in the 
name of religion to protest). While prior studies have linked procedural justice to legitimacy to 
willingness to empower the police (Sunshine & Tyler, 2003), no study has addressed attitudes towards 
private violence. Yet, the nature of legitimacy invites the hypothesis that recognizing that the right to 
the police to dictate appropriate behaviour is also to believe that one should not use violence to 
achieve certain goals – that the police have a right and just monopoly over violence in society. The 
procedural justice model thus provides a logical starting point for exploring the influence of 
normative views of the state in forming individuals’ attitudes toward private violence; as a mechanism 
of social influence, the authorization at the heart of legitimacy may extend to conferring to the police 
the sole right to force.  

 
One of the few prior empirical studies to explore this question (tangentially) was in a West 

African context, Ghana, in which police are perceived as ‘unresponsive’ and ‘incorrigible’ such that 
‘sections of Ghanaian society ... have resorted to vigilantism and other forms of self-help’ (Tankebe, 
2009). Tankebe drew on survey data about policing and vigilantism in the Ghanaian city of Accra to 
test the role of state effectiveness and fairness in explaining variation in attitudes toward nonviolent 
self-help (e.g. citizens beating up crime suspects, taking the law into one’s own hands if one feels the 
police are unable to protect them, and not hanging over suspect criminals to the police). He found that 
judgments about the trustworthiness of the police (i.e. agreement with statements like ‘I am proud of 
the police in Ghana’, ‘The Ghana police are usually honest,’ and ‘the Ghana police always act within 
the law’) were negatively correlated with support for vigilantism, while judgments of police 
effectiveness were not a significant correlate of such support.i  

 
Yet, because the institutional weaknesses of the Ghanaian police does not hold in the UK, it 

cannot be assumed that Tankebe’s findings will generalize to contexts in which police are generally 
perceived as fair and the state as reliable. Moreover, Tankebe’s study focused on vigilantism not the 
array of forms of private violence considered here, and he did not measure legitimacy, which is the 
central organizing concept in the current investigation. There is hence a need to investigate the 
connection between procedural justice, police legitimacy and public attitudes towards violence. 

 
III.  STATE LEGITIMACY AND ATTITUDES TO PRIVATE VIOLENCE  

 
 Links between normative views of the state and attitudes to private violence have also not 

been extensively studied outside the procedural justice literature. There is, to be sure, an enormous 
psychological literature concerning violence (for reviews, see Ferguson, 2010; Jones, 2000). Within 
the field of psychology there is extensive scholarship on topics as diverse as individual risk 
assessment (see, e.g., Monahan et al., 2005; Skeem & Monahan, 2011), racial differences (see, e.g., 
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Hawkins, 2003; Kubrin & Weitzer, 2003), the relevance of firearms (see, e.g., Cao et al., 2002), local 
custom and practice (see, e.g., Cohen, 1996), and the effects of victimization (see, e.g., Marshall & 
Webb, 1994). Outside the psychological literature the study of violence generally “focuses on either 
structural or cultural explanations” (Kubrin & Weitzer, 2003). In the psychology of terrorism 
literature, a large body of work aims to develop individual risk assessment tools. But a recent 
comprehensive survey finds “little existing evidence supporting the nontrivial validity of any 
individual risk factors for terrorism” (Monahan, 2011). There is also a large body of non-quantitative 
work of variable quality concerning the aetiology of terrorism (for summaries, see Horgan, 2005; 
Muro-Ruiz, 2002), yet no study of the relationship of state legitimacy to violence for social change.   

 
A handful of empirical and theoretical studies posit potential links between state legitimacy 

and private violence. Seminal in this regard is Black’s (1983) work on ‘crime as social control.’ 
Pointing to the interaction between the state’s absence and the distribution of violence, Black 
suggested that what the modern state categorizes as crime is often the moralistic pursuit of justice or 
otherwise a form of conflict resolution (see also Katz, 1988). He predicted an uneven distribution of 
violence as social control correlating to the varying availability of legal remedies and unresolved 
social grievances. Following Black, however, there has been little work on whether people’s 
normative attitudes toward the state are associated with their attitudes about private violence. A few 
studies of criminal justice have touched upon the link. Bilz (2007), for example, postulates that crime 
victims’ willingness to delegate vengeance to the state correlates with normative evaluations of the 
criminal justice system. But he conducts no empirical test of the thesis.  

 
Studies of terrorist violence tend to focus on national-level and conflict-level correlates of 

terrorism (Krueger, 2007; Newman, 2006; Pape, 2005; Pape & Feldman, 2010). Efforts to identify 
other individual traits that explain variation in acts of political violence have, as noted, generally been 
unavailing (Kruglanski & Fishman, 200; Monahan 2011). Nevertheless, one empirical study of 
patterns of extremist groups’ rhetoric identifies the illegitimacy of civil government as a reiterated 
theme (Saucier et al., 2009). Furthermore, two empirical studies touch on the relationship between 
individual views of the state and political violence. But neither conclusively responds to the questions 
addressed here. First, Tyler and colleagues studied Muslim populations in London and New York 
(Huq et al., 2011b; Tyler et al., 2010). Investigating predicates of cooperation and compliance in 
counterterrorism policing, they found procedural justice correlated with expected cooperation in 
counterterrorism policing in both locations. These studies used attitudes to foreign policy as a control 
in multivariate analysis of cooperation, but found no effect from that variable. Second, Fair and 
colleagues analyzed popular attitudes in Pakistan toward militancy and violence (Fair et al., 2010; 
Shapiro & Fair, 2009). They identified no correlation between attitudes toward democracy and toward 
militancy. Importantly, neither study illuminates how police legitimacy judgments influence attitudes 
to private violence for social change.  

 
In sum, neither the procedural justice literature nor other bodies of scholarship have 

investigated the relationship between state legitimacy and private violence at the individual level.  
 

IV. ALTERNATIVE EXPLANATIONS 
 
To model associations between contact, procedural justice, legitimacy and attitudes towards 

violence, we fit a series of linear regression models, and we enter into the equation four further 
potential explanatory variables, both as control variables and as potentially substantive factors.  

 
First, we add people’s assessments of police effectiveness. While studies utilising procedural 

justice theory tend to find that assessments of police effectiveness tend be less important correlates of 
legitimacy than justice judgements, this is by no means a firm conclusion. Research in contexts 
outside the US and UK, for example, has found that effectiveness judgements may be an important 
correlate of legitimacy in contexts where the social position of police is precarious (Bradford et al., 
2013a; Tankebe, 2010). We might also hypothesize that people’s orientations toward the potential use 
of violence are shaped directly by assessments of police effectiveness: when people believe police are 
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effective in dealing with crime, for example, they may on instrumental grounds take the position that 
acts of violence are unjustified because they will elicit an effective police response; alternatively, they 
may feel violence is unnecessary because the police are ‘in control’. 

 
A second explanatory variable tested in this study is fear of crime. Previous studies have 

found that fear of crime influences individual behaviours, such as crime avoidance, self-protection, 
and lifestyle adjustments (Miethe 1986; Rengifo & Bolton, 2012). But these studies have not focused 
on attitudes to private violence as distinct from defensive responses to crime. Two studies offer some 
reason for taking the link seriously. First, Ziegenhagan and Brosnan (1991) found that fear of 
victimization among New York City subway riders was associated with support for vigilante groups. 
A second study, conducted in London, identified a correlation between frequent and dysfunctional 
worry about crime and confidence in police (Gray et al., 2011), suggesting that people who tend to 
frequently worry about crime (decreasing quality-of-life rather than motivating care and precaution, 
see Jackson & Kuha, 2010) have diminished confidence in, and hence be less likely to rely on, the 
police. As a corollary to diminished trust in police, people with heightened fear of crime may also find 
it more acceptable to use violence for protection. Indeed, fear of crime may even have an effect upon 
attitudes to private violence unmediated by attitudes toward the police or the state. That is, people 
who fear more for their own safety may feel more motivated to see violence as acceptable, out of an 
instrumental goal to protect oneself regardless of how police are viewed. Either mechanism would 
suggest that fear of crime will explain variation in positive attitudes to private violence. 
 

The third explanatory variable we consider is a feeling among young men from various 
minority communities that they belong to Britain. It is possible to hypothesize that national belonging 
will have either a negative or a positive correlation with private attitudes toward private violence. 
First, a sense of national identity might correlate with a belief that the criminal justice system has an 
exclusive right to use violence. This state’s power to condemn and punish their criminal wrongdoing 
can be conceived in relational terms that “depend […] on the criminal law’s status as the law of a 
political community whose members can collectively claim such authority over each other” (Duff, 
2012). Second, and alternatively, national identification might be positively correlated with positive 
views of private violence. It is well known that some private violence can be motivated by collective 
identification with the nation (Hechter, 1995, Tilly, 2004). It might further be hypothesized that 
increasing identification with the nation is correlated to a belief that the state shares one’s normative 
orientation toward crime and disorder, and therefore that private violence to enforce that normative 
vision is a positive choice. On either hypothesis, the possible statistical effect of national 
identification is separate and distinct to any effect of police legitimacy.  
 

The fourth explanatory variable employed here are attitudes towards democracy. The 
correlation between attitudes to democracy—as distinct from national identification—and attitudes to 
private violence has been studied in other contexts, with no result being identified in one study in 
Pakistan (Shapiro & Fair 2009). But is it possible to hypothesize that the existence of a generally 
democratic mechanism for the resolution of social disputes will have a (likely negative) correlation 
with attitudes to public violence. Because this hypothesized mechanism focuses specifically on the 
perceived availability of a political process that obviates the use of violence by private citizens, it is 
conceptually separate from national identification effects. We include this variable because our 
sample may include a high proportion of individuals with experience of nondemocratic contexts. 

 
V. RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND METHODS 

 
A. STUDY SETTING AND METHODOLOGY  

 
Our study is set in London. This is a suitable locus for the current investigation because it has 

recent experience with crime, political violence, and social unrest; both knife and gun crime are 
perceived as serious problems by the public (Miller, 2010); there is significant fear of crime among 
residents (Gray et al., 2011); and after the terrorist attack of July 2005 there have been numerous 
arrests in London connected to terrorism prosecutions (Pargeter, 2008). Domestic-source terrorism is 
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also seen as a long-term problem among majority and minority communities (Lum et al., 2009), and 
police and ethnic minorities in London have long had a difficult relationship plagued by concerns of 
structural racism in the Metropolitan Police (Macpherson, 1999). Counterterrorism policing after 2001 
may have conducted with a greater concentration of law enforcement resources on ethnic minorities 
perceived as Muslim (cf. Mythen et al., 2009; Greer, 2010). 

 
Data for this study are drawn from a sample of 1,017 respondents drawn in 2010 from four of 

London’s thirty-two subunits of municipal governance (called London Boroughsii). The sample was a 
supplement to a larger public attitudes survey conducted on a rolling basis by the Metropolitan Police 
Service (cf. Stanko et al., 2012). The current special population survey addressed only young (sixteen 
to thirty years of age) male respondents self-identifying as members of a non-majority ethnic or racial 
group, with respondents asked questions drawn from previous studies of policing and legitimacy 
(Tyler & Huo, 2002; Sunshine & Tyler, 2003; Tyler, 2006a) and UK (Fitzgerald et al., 2002; Bradford 
et al., 2009; Jackson et al., 2012a, 2012b). Hence, we focus on this population because it has 
traditionally had more contact and more antagonistic relations with police. We expect to find greater 
variance in attitudes towards violence in comparison to the general population. But because we 
analyze only intrasample variance, we do not estimate any relationships concerning shared 
characteristic of the particular sample, including minority racial status, gender, and youth. We also 
offer no inferences about the general population of the other London boroughs (or London as a 
whole).  

 
The sampling process was as follows. Approximately 250 interviews were carried in each of 

four London boroughs with high concentrations of ethnic and racial minority populations (Hounslow, 
Newham, Southwark and Tower Hamlets), yielding a total of 1017 interviews. The first stage of 
sample design involved selecting wards within each borough. Five wards were randomly selected 
from each borough, with the probability of selection proportionate to a Census-based estimate of the 
number of eligible respondents in the ward (i.e., wards with a higher concentration of individuals 
from various ethnic minority communities were more likely to be selected). Second, and again within 
each selected ward, there was random probability selection of five Census Output Areas (OAs) 
weighted according to number of eligible respondents in each OA. Third, for each selected OA, all 
OAs adjoining or near to it were identified; four were then randomly selected. This gave a total of five 
sampling points, each comprising five ‘clustered’ OAs. Finally, the interviewer team was provided 
with all the addresses in the selected sample point (from PAF) and instructed interviewers to free-find 
ten eligible respondents and to conduct in-person interviews at their homes. A total of 25 sampling 
points (ten interviews in each) were issued for each borough giving 100 sample points in all. In-
person interviews were conducted in 2009.  

 
One noteworthy disadvantage of this quota-based sampling approach is the likelihood of bias 

related to interviewee characteristics (e.g., people likely to be more available to the interview team 
during the evening and people afraid of answering their door to strangers may tend to be 
underrepresented). This creates a risk of either underreporting or over-reporting certain 
subpopulations. However, these kinds of bias are difficult to eliminate by explicit weighting factors. 
Indeed, the stricture also applies to the random address method, absent repeated attempts to re-contact 
non-replying addresses. There is, moreover, a further possibility that some respondents’ answers are 
shaped by social desirability, in that they present themselves in a positive light to interviewers. 
 
B. DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS  

 
All respondents were aged between 16 and 30. There wasan even distribution within that 

range, with somewhere between 56 and 83 people (between 5% and 8%) being of each specific age 
(mean of 23 years old, standard deviation of 4.5). Just under half of the sample classified themselves 
as ‘Indian’ (22%) or ‘Bangladeshi’ (26%), with a further fifth of the sample classifying themselves as 
‘Black African’ (19%). The sample contained significant religious diversity. Of 928 respondents who 
self-reported a religious identity, 454 (49%) identified as Muslim, 249 (27%) as Christian, 129 (14%) 
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as Hindu, 38 (4%) as Jewish, 32 (3%) as Sikh, and 21 (2%) as Buddhist. Two respondents identified 
as Rastafarian and one as Shinto.  

 
On economic status, 34% of the sample reported being in full time (30+ hours per week) 

employment, 12% as part-time (8-29 hours per week), 44% were students, and 8% were either not 
working or full-time unemployed. Respondents were also categorized according to the self-identified 
employment of the chief income earner in the household as social class A (0.2%), B (8%), C1 (43%), 
C2 (18%), E (17%) and E (14%).iii  
 
C. OUTCOME AND EXPLANATORY VARIABLES  

 
The appendix details the survey questions used to construct the explanatory and outcome 

variables, as well as the means, standard deviations and range of the relevant scales.  
 
Three outcome variables were specified in the current study. First, respondents were asked 

two questions about the use of violence as self-protection. Answers to these questions were used to 
construct a scale entitled ‘protect’ (the mean was taken). Second, respondents were asked two 
questions about the use of violence in interpersonal disputes. Answers to which were used to construct 
a scale entitled ‘dispute’ (the mean was taken). These protect and dispute variables measure 
respondents’ normative attitudes to private violence as social control. But they focus on two distinct 
social-control functions. Third, respondents were asked for their view of violence as political protest 
against unfair public policies, against globalization, or on religious grounds. Responses to the four 
questions were scaled into a single variable called ‘political violence’ using latent trait analysis, 
implementing full information maximum likelihood to reduce the impact of item non-response.  

 
In the construction of each of these variables, we drew no distinction between attitudes to 

violence for expressive ends or for instrumental ends. We hypothesize that most respondents have not 
developed distinct attitudes to the same act of violence when it is committed to express a viewpoint 
and when it is an instrumental means to an end. Accordingly, the present study does not address the 
question whether instrumental and expressive forms of violence elicit different attitudes.  

 
Note, also, that respondents were asked only whether each kind of violence was right under 

specified circumstances. They were not asked whether or when violent self-help is legal. Nor were 
they asked whether they were likely to use such violence themselves. These measures thus capture 
normative attitudes toward violence, and are not evidence of proclivities to use violence. We further 
note that information elicited about the expected use of violence may be less reliable than information 
about normative attitudes, since respondents may have more cause to underestimate their proclivity 
for violence than to distort expressions of normative judgments.  
 

Seven clusters of explanatory variables are examined. First, respondents were asked whether 
they had been stopped by the police or searched and/or arrested by the police in the past 12 months; 
those who had had such contact were also asked whether the officer(s) treated them in a procedurally 
fair manner during the encounter. Were they given a reason for being stopped? Were they told what 
was going to happen next? Were they treated with respect? Was the police justified in stopping them? 
We created three variables corresponding to whether someone had (a) been stopped and felt that they 
experienced no procedural justice from the officer(s) in question, (b) been stopped and felt that they 
experienced some procedural justice from the officer(s) in question, or (c) been stopped and felt that 
they had experienced procedural justice from the officer(s) in question. We outline the procedure for 
this in the appendix. 

 
Second, respondents were asked about their trust in the procedural justice of the police 

(‘procedural justice’). This variable captures judgments about the way in which police officers wield 
their power, without focusing respondents’ attention on specific recent encounters (again, see 
appendix). It is important to measure both prior contact (particularly whether the young men thought 
they were treated fairly) and judgments of the trustworthiness of the police to be procedurally fair. 
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Not all the respondents will have had a bad contact with the police, but people still hold assumptions 
about how the police generally wield their power, and about how they would be treated if they were to 
come into contact with officers.iv 

 
Third, respondents were asked about views relating to the legitimacy of the police 

(‘legitimacy’). This scale relies on questions developed in the larger procedural justice literature to 
measure the recognition and justification of police power (Tyler, 2006a, 2006b, 2011). In particular, 
our measures draw on notions of felt obligation, moral alignment and perceived legality (Hough et al., 
2010, 2013a, 2013b; Jackson et al., 2011, 2012a, 2012b). Of note is the fact that we deviate slightly 
from Tyler’s approach of combining trust/confidence and felt obligation measures into one index of 
legitimacy (see also Goff et al., 2013), as well as Gau et al.’s (2012) approach of using just 
trust/confidence measures to indicate legitimacy. We also depart from Tankebe’s (2013) approach, 
which operationalizes legitimacy as people’s perceptions of the effectiveness, fairness and lawfulness 
of the police.v Our approach is more similar to that of Papachristos et al. (2012: 417), who defines 
perceived legitimacy as the ‘extent to which an individual states that he or she believes that the law 
(or legal agents) represents a just, fair, and valid basis of legal authority,’ measuring felt obligation to 
obey and perceptions of the validity of police power.’vi 

 
The remaining four explanatory variables address alternative explanations for attitudes to 

violence (see appendix). The fourth explanatory variable concerns trust in the effectiveness of the 
police (‘effectiveness’). This is a means to determine whether instrumental judgments about the police 
influence attitudes toward private violence. The fifth measures respondents’ views about the 
desirability of democracy as a mode of governance (‘pro-democracy’). This is a means of gauging 
normative attitudes toward the current British political system, without relying upon partisan 
affiliations. The sixth measured a respondent’s level of worry about being victimized (‘fear of 
crime’).vii The seventh gauged their identification with the British nation (‘belonging’). The survey 
instrument also gathered basic demographic information: age, social class, work status, housing 
status, and self-reported ethnic and racial identification.  

 
Correlations between key explanatory variables are provided in Table 1. Briefly, we find 

moderately strong (bivariate) associations between trust in police procedural justice, trust in police 
effectiveness and perceptions of the legitimacy of the police. 

 
As a first step, confirmatory factor analysis (using MPlus) was used to assess the 

dimensionality of the measures of attitudes towards violence and police legitimacy. We used 
confirmatory factor analysis because we had a priori expectations about the dimensionality of the 
variables. To assess the empirical distinctiveness of attitudes towards violence and police legitimacy, 
a four-factor model was tested. The fit was reasonable according to the approximate fit statistics 
(χ2 =371, df=59, p<.001; CFI=.93; RMSEA=.07, 90% CI .06-.08). Recognising and justifying police 
power seems to be empirically distinct to accepting the use of violence to achieve certain goals. The 
three different types of violence attitudes also seem to be distinct. The factor loadings of the indicators 
of attitudes towards violence and police legitimacy were all statistically significant and of 
considerable magnitude. 

 
[Insert Table 1 about here] 

 
VI. RESULTS 

 
This study examines relationships between attitudes toward private violence, instrumental 

judgments about police effectiveness and normative views of the police informed by contact with 
officers. For each of the three outcome variables—protect, dispute and political violence—we fit a 
series of linear models. First, we test a model that examines the effect of encounters with the police. 
Second, we test a model that includes one normative motivation (procedural justice) and beliefs about 
the effectiveness of the police. Third, we add a further normative motivation (legitimacy). Fourth, we 
add the final set of explanatory variables: pro-democracy, fear of crime, and belonging, which may 
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provide alternative explanations to the instrumental and legitimacy variables that are the principal 
focus of the study. This stepwise approach allows precise identification of the separate effects of 
instrumental and normative judgments respecting the police on the outcome variables of interest. 
Separate treatment of procedural justice and legitimacy elucidates whether the former has separate 
effects from legitimacy judgments, as has been found in past studies. Moreover, separate treatment of 
contact and procedural justice perceptions enables more precise determination of the bases of 
normative judgments about the police. The particular nature of the hierarchical modelling reflects the 
procedural justice framework, which predicts that contact explains variation in trust, which then 
explains variation in legitimacy. 
 

Tables 2-4 report the results of the fitted linear models, with protect, dispute, and political 
violence (respectively) as outcome variables. Note that working status, housing status, and social class 
variables are reported in disaggregated form. Note also that the size of the sample in these regressions 
has dropped from 1,017 to 836, 842 and 868 (depending on the outcome variable) because 
respondents with missing variables for any of the questions relevant to the analysis have been dropped 
from the fitted models. The majority of the missing values came from dispute (42 missing values), 
protect (45 missing values), political violence (15 missing values), social class (46 missing values), 
home status (22 missing values) and attitudes towards democracy (42 missing values). Of note is that 
the models were estimated without social class with no effects on the results. 

    
[Insert Tables 2-4 here] 

 
The fully specified models for the protect, dispute, and political violence outcome variables 

explained respectively 15%, 13% and 16% of observed variance. The relatively low amount of 
explained variance suggests the need for further research to uncover factors explaining further 
variation. Nevertheless, we do not place too much importance on R2 values, since much of the 
variability in people’s attitudes may not be systematically explainable (being due instead to stochastic 
processes).  

 
The principal results are as follows. First, we find evidence of correlation between procedural 

justice judgments, police legitimacy judgments, and attitudes to private violence. The study’s core 
finding is that procedural justice explains variation in police legitimacy, which in turn is negatively 
correlated with attitudes to private violence. This finding can be decomposed into component parts. 
To begin, for all three outcome variables we find that procedural justice has a strong negative 
correlation with attitudes to violence when it is added in Model II. Nevertheless, this correlation 
diminishes or disappears when legitimacy is added to the specification for all three outcome variables 
(Model III). Consistent with earlier studies on the relationship between procedural justice and 
compliance, this implies that procedural justice has an indirect effect on attitudes to private violence 
via police legitimacy (Tyler, 2006a, 2006b). Procedural justice and legitimacy judgments are 
powerfully correlated, and the effects of procedural justice tend to be mediated by legitimacy. 
Moreover, in full regressions of all three outcome variables (Model IV in Tables 2-4), we find that 
legitimacy judgments have a strongly significant (p<0.01 in two cases and p<0.001 in the other case) 
and negative relationship with attitudes to violence. This suggests that the more the police induce 
belief in their legitimacy – via compliance with standards of procedural justice – the less favourable 
are people’s views about the acceptability of private violence. 

 
Second, in Model I of each of the three sets of fitted linear models, negatively perceived 

contact with the police (i.e., contact without procedural justice) is associated with more positive 
attitudes towards the use of violence. Importantly, this effect weakens when other explanatory 
variables, most importantly procedural justice, are added to the regression. This finding suggests that 
negatively – but not positively – perceived contact with police is weakly correlated with an increase in 
positive views of private violence, and that the effect is mediated by trust in police procedural fairness 
and the perceived legitimacy of the police. The extent of asymmetry echoes that found by Skogan 
(2006).viii 
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Third, we find little evidence of correlation between judgments of police effectiveness and 
normative attitudes to private violence for social control. Neither of the two full regression 
specifications containing all independent variables explain variation in violence for social control 
identifies any negative conditional correlation between effectiveness judgments and normative 
attitudes toward any form of private violence. In the case of violence for social change, however, the 
full specification model finds a significant (p<0.01) positive conditional correlation between 
effectiveness judgments and attitudes to private violence. This coefficient obtains significance, 
however, only when procedural justice and legitimacy were included in the model. That is, 
conditional on assessments of procedural justice and legitimacy, respondents who viewed the police 
as more effective were more likely to endorse violence for politically-related ends.  

 
Finally, the additional explanatory variables added in Model IV (fear of crime, pro-

democracy, and belonging) have statistical effect in some, but not all, attitudes toward private 
violence. Respecting protect and dispute, these explanatory variables have little statistical effect. Fear 
of crime alone is positively correlated with protect, which suggests unsurprisingly greater concern 
about the personal threat of crime correlates with more positive attitudes toward defence of self or 
property. The three additional explanatory variables also have independent effects on attitudes toward 
more political forms of violence. A positive view of democracy and feelings of belonging to the 
nation are negatively correlated with approval of political violence. By contrast, fear of falling victim 
is positively correlated with the approval of political violence. That is, the state’s failure to supply 
public safety may dampen disapproval of violence directed against the state.  
 

VII. DISCUSSION 
 
This study has examined public attitudes toward the use of violence to achieve social control 

and social change. Addressing young males from certain minority ethnic groups in London, we have 
assessed whether the actions of police – specifically compliance with standards of procedural justice 
that then legitimize them in the eyes of the policed – correlated with people’s attitudes to private 
violence. While our use of regression models and observational data does not permit causal inference, 
other studies of procedural justice effect have found that perceptions of procedural justice and 
legitimacy judgments are anterior to attitudes concerning cooperation with the police, self-reported 
compliance with the law, and willingness to empower the police (e.g. Sunshine & Tyler, 2003; 
Jackson et al., 2012a; Papachristos et al., 2012). To this literature we add a fourth potential outcome: 
namely, attitudes towards the morality of violence action to achieve certain goals. Correlational 
(descriptive) findings of the kind presented here are, accordingly, a threshold step to identifying 
causal mechanisms.  

 
The study’s primary finding was that judgments about police legitimacy were negatively 

correlated with individual attitudes toward private violence for social control and social change. 
Consistent with a large body of research (for a review, see Tyler et al., 2013), we also found that 
procedural justice was strongly correlated with judgments of police legitimacy. Indeed the statistical 
effect of procedural justice on attitudes to private violence diminished when police legitimacy was 
added as an explanatory variable. These results support the idea that normative judgments about the 
police – the most important and available vehicle of state coercion – are related not only to legal 
compliance and cooperation decisions, but also to attitudes to private violence. When one believes 
that the police have the right to power and the right to expect obedience and support, one also tends to 
believe that it is wrong to use violence to achieve certain social and political goals. We thus extend 
the definition of (perceived) police legitimacy to include not just the right to power and dictate 
appropriate behaviour, but also the right of the police (as the most high-profile representative of the 
criminal justice system) to sole use of force in society. 

 
Contributing to previous scholarship, we have presented evidence that this connection obtains 

even outside of contexts in which the state systematically fails to provide public order, encompassing 
not only judgments about vigilantism – private action as an immediate substitute for policing – but 
also judgments about other forms of private violence, including politically motivated acts. Police 
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legitimacy relates not just to public recognition and justification of power, but also public recognition 
of the state’s monopoly over acceptable force. Importantly, the association between police legitimacy 
and attitudes to violence persisted even after controlling for trust in police effectiveness and fear of 
crime, which approximate respondents’ views on the effective supply and demand for policing (at 
least instrumentally) respectively. The effect was also found with each form of private violence 
studied.  

 
We have thus provided evidence that the two-stage procedural justice framework – developed 

initially to examine compliance and cooperation behaviour – has broader application than previous 
recognized. While political theorists have recognized the salience of empirical legitimacy to regime 
stability (Gilley, 2009), to our knowledge the significance of legitimacy judgments to attitudes toward 
private violence has not been examined. We emphasize that this is not the sole determinant of 
attitudes to private violence. The explanatory variables used explained between 13% and 16% of the 
outcome variable. But the linkage between police legitimacy and attitudes to private violence suggests 
that the legitimacy of the police – the state’s violence ‘specialist’ (North et al., 2009) – has a 
‘crowding out’ effect on positive judgments about private violence.  

 
Weber famously defined the legitimate state as the possessor of a monopoly on the use of 

violence. This study suggests that, to the extent that the state is viewed as legitimate, private violence 
is viewed negatively. But when the police fail to act in accordance with principles of procedural 
justice, legitimacy declines to the extent that it no longer crowds out more positive attitudes to private 
violence. There may thus be something of a zero-sum relationship between approval of state violence 
and approval of non-state violence. We emphasize, however, that this is not evidence that legitimacy 
is a causal factor relevant to explaining attitudes towards private violence. At minimum, it suggests 
the value of further investigation into police legitimacy’s relation to public approval of private 
violence.  

 
A secondary finding concerns the asymmetrical effect of police contact on legitimacy 

judgments. Negatively perceived, but not positively perceived, contact was associated with 
diminished legitimacy judgments. At least within a heavily-policed population with historically 
antagonistic relations with the police, it is possible that confirmations of negative priors about the 
police have a more pronounced effect than positive experiences. Moreover, belief in the effectiveness 
of the police did not have a strong and clear influence on attitudes about violence for social control. 
Our data are consistent with previous evidence that public compliance with the law and cooperation 
with police have weaker links to instrumental judgments than to procedural justice (Tyler 2006b), at 
least when the state functions moderately well (Bradford et al., 2013a). It is possible that effectiveness 
judgments could influence legitimacy, thereby indirectly influencing normative judgments about 
violence. But we did not find evidence of any such indirect relationship in this study of young males 
from various BME communities in London.ix  

 
VIII. CONCLUSION 

 
This study has explored the association between police legitimacy and a range of attitudes to 

private violence in the context of a generally functional and broadly accepted state. Working within 
the framework of procedural justice, we have identified a significant negative correlation between 
normative judgments about the police and public attitudes to diverse kinds of private violence. We 
hope that this finding opens up a new line of thinking about the aetiology of private and informal 
forms of violence, in which policy-makers are more open to self-reflection and an examination of not 
merely others inherent ‘criminality,’ but also the effects of the state’s own policy decisions. 

 
We should, however, return to two of the caveats we set earlier in the paper. First, because we 

have not experimentally manipulated procedural justice and legitimacy, we cannot infer direct and 
indirect causal effects from our data. We have found robust associations in a special population – i.e. 
young males from various minority communities in London. But more randomized controlled trials 
are needed if the body of evidence is to become truly persuasive (e.g. Mazerolle et al., 2013). We 
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recommend future experimental work to examine numerous potential outcomes of legitimacy, 
including normative beliefs about violence as a means to achieve certain ends. Second, we have 
measured attitudes towards violence as a means of self-protection, a means of resolving disputes, and 
a means of achieve political goals, not actual violence. Of course, attitudes to private violence are not 
perfectly correlated with actual violence. Nevertheless, approval of private violence is an important 
object of public policy attention, in part because such approval is likely to be associated with 
behaviour and condoning of other people’s behaviour. People who think it is morally acceptable to 
use violence to achieve certain goals may be more likely to engage in the act if the situation arose, 
less likely to condemn other people’s behaviour, and less likely to report the event to legal authorities. 
A social climate of tolerance towards violence may thus emerge, with deleterious implications for 
social order and justice (see, e.g. Anderson, 1999). A climate that condones or supports violence has 
weak normative barriers to the use of force. 

 
With these observations made, we close with a call for further research to explore the 

possibility that individual attitudes toward violence are shaped by the larger institutional context, 
specifically whether it is experienced as fair and justified. This institutional context is a concrete 
presence in their lives, in terms of people’s contact with police officers and their wider experience of 
policing. Police and wider governmental policies aimed at preventing violent disorder (and indeed 
acts of terrorism) should attend to the quality of policing as well as its quantity (Tyler et al., 2010; 
Huq et al., 2011a, 2011b; Schulhofer et al., 2011). Repressive tactics, if experienced as unfair, may 
weaken individual’s belief that it is wrong to use violence, and may yield counterproductive long-run 
effects. A legitimate police force is, by its very nature, representative of the state’s monopoly on the 
legitimate use of violence. Members of the community who see the police as legitimate are unlikely to 
consider violence if they want to achieve social change or solve issues that confront them. They cede 
the legitimate use of force to the police (and the state more generally) and they explore non-violent 
avenues. By contrast, illegitimate and procedurally unjust policing opens up the space for citizens to 
use private or extralegal force to achieve certain goals. These goals could be about revenge and 
dispute, but they could also be about achieving social change and protesting against certain situations, 
arrangements and practices. 
 

In the context of the initial disturbance in Tottenham and the spread of social unrest to areas 
beyond it in London in 2011, a challenge to police legitimacy initially created by unfair policing may 
have generated further challenges as the police appeared unable to exert their authority in a 
meaningful way. The appropriate policing response may not involve a shift to more aggressive or 
punitive styles, but to develop a more consensual way of policing inner-city areas that seeks to 
generate and maintain police legitimacy. This should not be limited merely to issues of fairness. 
Rather, the focus should be on modes of policing that encourage officers to wield their authority in 
such a way as to promote the sense among those encountered that they are valid holders of the 
monopoly of force. A key factor in this endeavour, although by no means the only one, will be 
developing policing styles that seek to include and involve all individuals as members of society with 
an active stake in the reproduction of social order. These styles are likely to relate strongly to the 
generation of mutual trust and a sense of shared aims; if nothing else, the social unrest in England in 
August 2011 has thrown into sharp relief the potential consequences of a breakdown in the 
relationship between police and particular publics. 
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TABLES 
Table 1. Zero order correlations between key explanatory variables  
 Trust in the 

procedural 
fairness of the 

police 

Trust in the 
effectiveness 
of the police 

Perceptions 
of the 

legitimacy of 
the police 

Fear of crime Feelings of 
belonging to 

Britain 

Attitudes 
towards 

democracy 

Trust in the procedural 
fairness of the police 

1      

Trust in the effectiveness 
of the police 

.44*** 1 1    

Perceptions of the 
legitimacy of the police 

.68*** .40*** 1    

Fear of crime -.11*** -.22*** -.02 1   
Feelings of belonging to 
Britain 

.28*** .21*** .24*** -.09 1  

Attitudes towards 
democracy 

.35*** .24*** .33*** -.04 .14*** 1 

* correlation is significant at 5% level, ** correlation is significant at 1% level, *** correlation is significant at .1% level. 
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Table 2. Fitted Linear Models of Believing that it is Acceptable to Use Violence to Protect Oneself 
 Model I Model II Model III Model IV 
 coeff. 

(se.) 
ci. coeff. 

(se.) 
ci. coeff. 

(se.) 
ci. coeff. 

(se.) 
ci. 

Work status (referent: full-time, 30+ 
hours per week) 

         

Part-time, 8-29 hours per week 0.00 
(0.12) [-0.24, 0.25] 

0.02 
(0.12) [-0.21, 0.26] 

0.03 
(0.12) [-0.20, 0.27] 

0.02 
(0.12) [-0.21, 0.26] 

Not working 0.15 
(0.19) [-0.22, 0.53] 

0.22 
(0.19) [-0.15, 0.58] 

0.20 
(0.19) [-0.16, 0.57] 

0.20 
(0.18) [-0.16, 0.56] 

Registered unemployed -0.10 
(0.21) [-0.51, 0.31] 

-0.07 
(0.21) [-0.48, 0.33] 

-0.05 
(0.20) [-0.45, 0.35] 

-0.03 
(0.20) [-0.43, 0.36] 

Unemployed but not registered -1.08* 
(0.44) [-1.95,-0.21] 

-0.89* 
(0.44) [-1.74, -0.03] 

-0.82 
(0.43) [-1.67, 0.04] 

-0.81 
(0.43) [-1.65, 0.04] 

Student/full-time education -0.24* 
(0.11) [-0.45,-0.03] 

-0.18 
(0.11) [-0.39, 0.02] 

-0.17 
(0.10) [-0.37, 0.04] 

-0.18 
(0.10) [-0.38, 0.02] 

‘Other’ employment status -0.65 
(0.42) [-1.47, 0.17] 

-0.58 
(0.41) [-1.39, 0.23] 

-0.64 
(0.41) [-1.44, 0.16] 

-0.71 
(0.40) [-1.51, 0.08] 

Home/residential status (referent: own 
home outright)         

Buying on a mortgage 0.06 
(0.17) [-0.27, 0.38] 

0.03 
(0.16) [-0.29, 0.35] 

0.02 
(0.16) [-0.30, 0.34] 

-0.02 
(0.16) [-0.33, 0.30] 

Renting from the council 0.03 
(0.15) [-0.27, 0.34] 

0.02 
(0.15) [-0.28, 0.31] 

0.00 
(0.15) [-0.30, 0.29] 

0.01 
(0.15) [-0.28, 0.30] 

Renting from a housing association -0.08 
(0.20) [-0.47, 0.31] 

-0.07 
(0.19) [-0.46, 0.31] 

-0.04 
(0.19) [-0.42, 0.34] 

-0.05 
(0.19) [-0.43, 0.32] 

Renting from a private landlord -0.27 
(0.15) [-0.57, 0.04] 

-0.15 
(0.15) [-0.45, 0.15] 

-0.12 
(0.15) [-0.42, 0.17] 

-0.11 
(0.15) [-0.40, 0.18] 

‘Other’ home/residential status -0.24 
(0.30) [-0.84, 0.35] 

-0.18 
(0.30) [-0.77, 0.40] 

-0.13 
(0.30) [-0.71, 0.45] 

-0.13 
(0.29) [-0.71, 0.44] 

Social class (referent: A)         
B -0.83 

(0.77) [-2.34, 0.68] 
-0.83 
(0.75) [-2.31, 0.65] 

-0.84 
(0.75) [-2.31, 0.63] 

-0.63 
(0.75) [-2.09, 0.83] 

C1 -0.82 
(0.76) [-2.31, 0.68] 

-0.76 
(0.75) [-2.23, 0.70] 

-0.76 
(0.74) [-2.21, 0.69] 

-0.54 
(0.74) [-1.99, 0.91] 

C2 -0.82 
(0.76) [-2.31, 0.68] 

-0.76 
(0.75) [-2.23, 0.71] 

-0.75 
(0.74) [-2.20, 0.71] 

-0.53 
(0.74) [-1.98, 0.92] 

D -0.82 
(0.76) [-2.32, 0.67] 

-0.77 
(0.75) [-2.23, 0.70] 

-0.78 
(0.74) [-2.24, 0.68] 

-0.60 
(0.74) [-2.05, 0.85] 

E -0.76 [-2.27, 0.74] -0.76 [-2.24, 0.71] -0.76 [-2.22, 0.71] -0.56 [-2.02, 0.90] 
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(0.77) (0.75) (0.75) (0.74) 
Age -0.02 

(0.01) [-0.04, 0.00] 
-0.02 
(0.01_ [-0.04, 0.00] 

-0.01 
(0.01) [-0.04, 0.01] 

-0.02 
(0.01) [-0.04, 0.01] 

Stopped by the police (referent: not 
stopped)         

  …and received no procedural justice 0.52*** 
(0.14) [0.24, 0.79] 

0.29* 
(0.14) [0.00, 0.57] 

0.27 
(0.14) [-0.01, 0.55] 

0.26 
(0.14) [-0.02, 0.54] 

  …and received some procedural justice 0.01 
(0.14) [-0.27, 0.29] 

-0.10 
(0.14) [-0.37, 0.18] 

-0.12 
(0.14) [-0.39, 0.16] 

-0.07 
(0.14) [-0.34, 0.20] 

  …and received strong procedural 
justice 

0.05 
(0.15) [-0.24, 0.33] 

-0.01 
(0.14) [-0.29, 0.28] 

0.01 
(0.14) [-0.27, 0.29] 

0.02 
(0.14) [-0.26, 0.29] 

Trust in police procedural justice  
  

-0.10*** 
(0.02) [-0.14, -0.06] 

-0.05 
(0.02) [-0.10, 0.00] 

-0.03 
(0.03) [-0.08, 0.02] 

Trust in police effectiveness 
  

-0.03 
(0.02) [-0.08, 0.01] 

-0.02 
(0.02) [-0.07, 0.02] 

0.00 
(0.02) [-0.04, 0.05] 

Perceived police legitimacy 
    

-0.10*** 
(0.03) [-0.15, -0.05] 

-0.10*** 
(0.03) [-0.15, -0.05] 

Fear of crime 
      

0.07*** 
(0.02) [0.03, 0.10] 

Feeling of belonging to Britain 
      

-0.02 
(0.02) [-0.05, 0.02] 

Attitudes towards democracy 
      

-0.03 
(0.02) [-0.07, 0.01] 

(Constant) 5.15*** 
(0.80) [3.58, 6.71] 

5.80*** 
(0.79) [4.24, 7.35] 

5.95*** 
(0.79) [4.40, 7.50] 

5.66*** 
(0.79) [4.12, 7.21] 

N 836  836  836  836        
R-squared 0.07  0.11  0.12  0.15        

Note: coeff = unstandardized coefficient. se = standard error. ci = confidence interval. Outcome variable scaled 1 to 5. * p<.05, ** p<.01, *** 
p<.001. See appendix for the range, mean and standard deviation of each explanatory variable. 
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Table 3. Fitted Linear Models of Believing that it is Acceptable to Use Violence to Deal with Disputes 
 Model I Model II Model III Model IV 
 coeff. 

(se.) 
ci. coeff. 

(se.) 
ci. coeff. 

(se.) 
ci. coeff. 

(se.) 
ci. 

Work status (referent: full-time, 30+ hours per 
week) 

         

Part-time, 8-29 hours per week 0.01    
(-0.08) [-0.15, 0.17] 

0.02    
(-0.08) [-0.14, 0.18] 

0.02    
(-0.08) [-0.14, 0.18] 

0.03    
(-0.08) [-0.13, 0.19] 

Not working 0.22    
(-0.13) [-0.03, 0.47] 

0.25*    
(-0.13) [0.00, 0.50] 

0.23    
(-0.13) [-0.01, 0.48] 

0.21    
(-0.13) [-0.03, 0.46] 

Registered unemployed 0.18    
(-0.14) [-0.09, 0.46] 

0.20    
(-0.14) [-0.07, 0.48] 

0.21    
(-0.14) [-0.05, 0.48] 

0.19    
(-0.14) [-0.07, 0.46] 

Unemployed but not registered -0.71*    
(-0.30) [-1.30, -0.13] 

-0.62*    
(-0.30) [-1.21, -0.04] 

-0.56    
(-0.29) [-1.13, 0.02] 

-0.53    
(-0.29) [-1.11, 0.04] 

Student/full-time education -0.07    
(-0.07_ [-0.21, 0.07] 

-0.04    
(-0.07) [-0.18, 0.10] 

-0.02    
(-0.07) [-0.16, 0.11] 

-0.02    
(-0.07) [-0.16, 0.11] 

‘Other’ employment status 0.06    
(-0.28) [-0.49, 0.62] 

0.10    
(-0.28) [-0.45, 0.65] 

0.03    
(-0.28) [-0.51, 0.57] 

0.02    
(-0.27) [-0.52, 0.56] 

Home/residential status (referent: own home 
outright)         

Buying on a mortgage 0.12    
(-0.11) [-0.09, 0.34] 

0.11    
(-0.11) [-0.10, 0.33] 

0.11    
(-0.11) [-0.10, 0.32] 

0.09    
(-0.11) [-0.12, 0.30] 

Renting from the council 0.06    
(-0.10) [-0.14, 0.27] 

0.06    
(-0.10) [-0.15, 0.26] 

0.05    
(-0.10) [-0.15, 0.24] 

0.05    
(-0.10) [-0.15, 0.25] 

Renting from a housing association 0.09    
(-0.13) [-0.17, 0.35] 

0.09    
(-0.13) [-0.17, 0.35] 

0.13    
(-0.13) [-0.13, 0.38] 

0.12    
(-0.13) [-0.13. 0.37] 

Renting from a private landlord 0.07    
(-0.10_ [-0.13, 0.28] 

0.13    
(-0.10) [-0.07, 0.33] 

0.15    
(-0.10) [-0.05, 0.35] 

0.15    
(-0.10) [-0.05, 0.34] 

‘Other’ home/residential status 0.49*    
(-0.20) [0.09, 0.89] 

0.52*    
(-0.20) [0.12, 0.92] 

0.57**    
(-0.20) [0.18, 0.96] 

0.59**    
(-0.20) [0.19, 0.98] 

Social class (referent: A)         
B -0.23    

(-0.52) [-1.25, 0.79] 
-0.23    

(-0.51) [-1.23, 0.78] 
-0.22    

(-0.51) [-1.21, 0.77] 
-0.02    

(-0.51) [-1.02, 0.97] 
C1 -0.11    

(-0.51) [-1.11, 0.90] 
-0.08    

(-0.51) [-1.08, 0.92] 
-0.07    

(-0.50) [-1.06, 0.91] 
0.13    

(-0.50) [-0.86, 1.11] 
C2 -0.08    

(-0.51) [-1.09, 0.93] 
-0.05    

(-0.51) [-1.05, 0.95] 
-0.03    

(-0.50) [-1.01, 0.96] 
0.17    

(-0.50) [-0.82, 1.15] 
D -0.03    

(-0.51) [-1.04, 0.98] 
0.00    

(-0.51) [-1.00, 1.00] 
0.00    

(-0.50) [-0.99, 0.98] 
0.17    

(-0.50) [-0.81, 1.16] 
E 0.19    [-0.82, 1.21] 0.20    [-0.81, 1.20] 0.21    [-0.79, 1.20] 0.39    [-0.60, 1.39] 
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(-0.52) (-0.51) (-0.50) (-0.51) 
Age -0.01    

(-0.01) [-0.03, 0.00] 
-0.01    

(-0.01) [-0.03, 0.00] 
-0.01    

(-0.01) [-0.03, 0.00] 
-0.01    

(-0.01) [-0.02, 0.01] 
Stopped by the police (referent: not stopped)         

  …and received no procedural justice 0.20*    
(-0.10) [0.00, 0.39] 

0.09    
(-0.10) [-0.11, 0.29] 

0.07    
(-0.10) [-0.12, 0.27] 

0.06    
(-0.10) [-0.13, 0.26] 

  …and received some procedural justice 0.14    
(-0.10) [-0.05, 0.33] 

0.09    
(-0.10) [-0.10, 0.29] 

0.08    
(-0.10) [-0.11, 0.27] 

0.10    
(-0.10) [-0.09, 0.29] 

  …and received strong procedural justice 0.17    
(-0.10) [-0.01, 0.36] 

0.16    
(-0.10) [-0.03, 0.34] 

0.17    
(-0.09) [-0.01, 0.36] 

0.17    
(-0.09) [-0.01, 0.36] 

Trust in police procedural justice  
  

-0.04**    
(-0.01) [-0.07, -0.02] 

0.01    
(-0.02) [-0.03, 0.04] 

0.02    
(-0.02) [-0.02, 0.05] 

Trust in police effectiveness 
  

-0.02    
(-0.02) [-0.05, 0.01] 

-0.01    
(-0.02) [-0.04, 0.02] 

-0.01    
(-0.02) [-0.04, 0.02] 

Perceived police legitimacy 

    

-
0.09***    
(-0.02) 

[-0.13, -
0.06] 

-
0.08***    
(-0.02) [-0.12, -0.05] 

Fear of crime 
      

-0.01    
(-0.01) [-0.03, 0.01] 

Feeling of belonging to Britain 
      

-0.02    
(-0.01) [-0.04, 0.01] 

Attitudes towards democracy 
      

-0.04**    
(-0.01) [-0.07, -0.02] 

(Constant) 2.31*** 
(-0.54) [1.26, 3.37] 

2.61*** 
(-0.54) [1.55, 3.67] 

2.77*** 
(-0.53) [1.72, 3.81] 

2.92*** 
(-0.53) [1.87, 3.96] 

N 842  842  842  842  
R-squared 0.08  0.10  0.13  0.14        

Note: coeff = unstandardized coefficient. se = standard error. ci = confidence interval. Outcome variable scaled 1 to 5. * p<.05, ** p<.01, *** 
p<.001. See appendix for the range, mean and standard deviation of each explanatory variable. 
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Table 4. Fitted Linear Models of Believing that it is Acceptable to Use Violence to Achieve Political Goals 
 Model I Model II Model III Model IV 
 coeff. 

(se.) 
ci. coeff. 

(se.) 
ci. coeff. 

(se.) 
ci. coeff. 

(se.) 
ci. 

Work status (referent: full-time, 30+ hours 
per week) 

         

Part-time, 8-29 hours per week 0.26* 
(0.12) [0.03, 0.48] 

0.26* 
(0.11) [0.04, 0.49] 

0.27* 
(0.11) [0.04, 0.49] 

0.28* 
(0.11) [0.06, 0.49] 

Not working 0.52** 
(0.18) [0.17, 0.87] 

0.50** 
(0.18) [0.15, 0.85] 

0.49** 
(0.18) [0.14, 0.83] 

0.47** 
(0.17) [0.13, 0.81] 

Registered unemployed -0.02 
(0.19) [-0.40, 0.36] 

-0.03 
(0.19) [-0.41, 0.35] 

-0.02 
(0.19) [-0.39, 0.36] 

-0.03 
(0.19) [-0.40, 0.33] 

Unemployed but not registered -0.43 
(0.42) [-1.25, 0.40] 

-0.42 
(0.42) [-1.24, 0.40] 

-0.36 
(0.42) [-1.18, 0.46] 

-0.28 
(0.41) [-1.08, 0.52] 

Student/full-time education 0.10 
(0.10) [-0.09, 0.30] 

0.13 
(0.10) [-0.07, 0.32] 

0.13 
(0.10) [-0.06, 0.33] 

0.13 
(0.10) [-0.06, 0.32] 

‘Other’ employment status -0.21 
(0.40) [-0.98, 0.57] 

-0.16 
(0.39) [-0.93, 0.61] 

-0.22 
(0.39) [-0.99, 0.55] 

-0.31 
(0.38) [-1.06, 0.44] 

Home/residential status (referent: own 
home outright)         

Buying on a mortgage 0.23 
(0.15) [-0.08, 0.53] 

0.21 
(0.15) [-0.09, 0.51] 

0.21 
(0.15) [-0.09, 0.50] 

0.12 
(0.15) [-0.17, 0.42] 

Renting from the council 0.20 
(0.14) [-0.08, 0.49] 

0.16 
(0.14) [-0.12, 0.45] 

0.15 
(0.14) [-0.13, 0.43] 

0.16 
(0.14) [-0.11, 0.43] 

Renting from a housing association -0.14 
(0.19) [-0.50, 0.22] 

-0.16 
(0.18) [-0.52, 0.20] 

-0.13 
(0.18) [-0.49, 0.23] 

-0.17 
(0.18) [-0.52, 0.18] 

Renting from a private landlord -0.12 
(0.14) [-0.40, 0.17] 

-0.10 
(0.14) [-0.38, 0.18] 

-0.08 
(0.14) [-0.36, 0.20] 

-0.09 
(0.14) [-0.36, 0.19] 

‘Other’ home/residential status -0.08 
(0.29) [-0.64, 0.48] 

-0.05 
(0.29) [-0.61, 0.51] 

0.00 
(0.28) [-0.56, 0.56] 

0.00 
(0.28) [-0.54, 0.55] 

Social class (referent: A)         
B -0.57 

(0.72) [-1.99, 0.85] 
-0.51 
(0.72) [-1.92, 0.90] 

-0.51 
(0.71) [-1.91, 0.89] 

0.01 
(0.70) [-1.37, 1.39] 

C1 -0.33 
(0.72) [-1.73, 1.08] 

-0.27 
(0.71) [-1.67, 1.13] 

-0.27 
(0.71) [-1.66, 1.12] 

0.26 
(0.70) [-1.11, 1.63] 

C2 -0.18 
(0.72) [-1.59, 1.24] 

-0.14 
(0.71) [-1.54, 1.27] 

-0.12 
(0.71) [-1.52, 1.27] 

0.39 
(0.70) [-0.99, 1.76] 

D -0.34 
(0.72) [-1.75, 1.08] 

-0.28 
(0.71) [1.68, 1.12] 

-0.29 
(0.71) [-1.68, 1.10] 

0.17 
(0.70) [-1.19, 1.54] 

E -0.20 [-1.62, 1.22] -0.15 [-1.56, 1.26] -0.15 [-1.55, 1.25] 0.34 [-1.04, 1.71] 
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(0.72) (0.72) (0.71) (0.70) 
Age -0.01 

(0.01) [-0.03, 0.01] 
-0.01 
(0.01) [-0.03, 0.01] 

-0.01 
(0.01) [-0.03, 0.01] 

0.00 
(0.01) [-0.02, 0.02] 

Stopped by the police (referent: not 
stopped)         

  …and received no procedural justice 0.40** 
(0.13) [0.14, 0.67] 

0.32* 
(0.14) [0.05, 0.59] 

0.30* 
(0.14) [0.03, 0.57] 

0.29* 
(0.13) [0.03, 0.56] 

  …and received some procedural justice 0.15 
(0.13) [-0.11, 0.40] 

0.13 
(0.13) [-0.12, 0.38] 

0.11 
(0.13) [-0.14, 0.36] 

0.18 
(0.13) [-0.06, 0.43] 

  …and received strong procedural justice -0.10 
(0.13) [-0.36, 0.16] 

-0.11 
(0.13) [-0.36, 0.15] 

-0.10 
(0.13) [-0.35, 0.16] 

-0.08 
(0.13) [-0.33, 0.17] 

Trust in police procedural justice  
  

-0.07*** 
(0.02) [-0.10, -0.03] 

-0.02 
(0.02) [-0.07, 0.03] 

0.01 
(0.02) [-0.04, 0.05] 

Trust in police effectiveness 
  

0.06** 
(0.02) [0.02, 0.10] 

0.07** 
(0.02) [0.03, 0.11] 

0.10*** 
(0.02) [0.05, 0.14] 

Perceived police legitimacy 
    

-0.09*** 
(0.02) [-0.14, -0.04) 

-0.08** 
(0.02) [-0.13, -0.03] 

Fear of crime 
      

0.04** 
(0.02) [0.01, 0.07] 

Feeling of belonging to Britain 
      

-0.06*** 
(0.02) [-0.10, -0.03] 

Attitudes towards democracy 
      

-0.09*** 
(0.02) [-0.13, -0.05] 

(Constant) 0.38 
(0.75) [-1.10, 1.85] 

0.36 
(0.76) [-1.13, 1.84] 

0.51 
(0.75) [-0.96, 1.99] 

0.53 
(0.74) [-0.92, 1.99] 

N 868  868  868  868 868 
R-squared 0.09  0.11  0.12  0.16 0.09 

Note: coeff = unstandardized coefficient. se = standard error. ci = confidence interval. Outcome variable scaled -1.3 to 3.2. * p<.05, ** p<.01, *** 
p<.001. See appendix for the range, mean and standard deviation of each explanatory variable. 
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APPENDIX 
 
Outcome variables 
 
Attitudes towards the use of violence as social control 
The question stem for these items are as follows: ‘Some people think it is right to use violence to try 
to solve problems or issues they face, while others think the use of violence is always wrong. Using 
this card, can you tell me whether you think it would be right or wrong for someone like you to use 
violence in the following situations….’ 
 
Attitudes towards the use of violence to protect oneself 
Wording Mean SD 
To protect themselves from attack in the street 3.6 1.2 
To protect themselves from an intruder in the house 3.9 1.1 
Response alternatives: (1) always wrong to (5) always right. 
Note: an index was created by taking the mean of the two items: n=972, mean=3.8 and standard 
deviation=1.1. 
 
Attitudes towards the use of violence to take revenge and resolve disputes 
Wording Mean SD 
To take revenge against someone 2.1 0.8 
To resolve a dispute with neighbourhoods 2.0 0.9 
Response alternatives: (1) always wrong to (5) always right. 
Note: an index was created by taking the mean of the two items: n=975, mean=2.0 and standard 
deviation=0.7. 
 
Attitudes towards the use of violence to achieve political goals 
Question stem: ‘I’d like to ask you about some of the things people do to protest against things they 
feel are very unfair or unjust. Using the same card, please tell me how right or wrong you think each 
of the following is…’ 
Wording Mean SD Latent trait 

loading 
Use violence to protest against things they think are unfair 1.9 0.9 1.86 
Writing and distributing leaflets that encourage violence 1.7 0.8 3.51 
Using violence to protest against effects of globalisation 1.7 0.8 3.60 
Using violence in the name of religion to protest 1.6 0.8 3.90 
Response alternatives: (1) always wrong to (5) always right. 
Note: an index was created by saving the trait scores from an ordinal latent trait model (using full 
information maximum likelihood to draw upon all relevant information): n=1,002, mean=0.0 and 
standard deviation=1.0.  Please contact the first author for item characteristic curves from the latent 
trait analysis. 
 
Explanatory variables 
 
Police legitimacy 
The questions for the first two items are as follows: ‘People have different opinions about how 
important it is to obey police officers, judges and the law. The following questions are concerned with 
your own feelings about obeying the law. Please tell me to what extent you agree or disagree with 
each of these statements.’ 
 
Question stem to third and fourth measures: ‘To what extent do you agree or disagree that when you 
deal with the police in London…?’ 
Wording Mean SD Latent trait 

loading 
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You should accept police decisions if it is the proper and 
right thing to do 

3.1 0.7 2.57 

You should obey police directives if you consider their 
actions lawful 

3.3 0.6 2.37 

Police usually act in ways that are consistent with my ideas 
of what is right and wrong 

2.8 0.7 1.91 

Police in my neighbourhood always behave according to 
the law 

3.0 0.7 1.79 

Response alternatives: (1) strongly disagree to (4) strongly agree. 
Note: an index was created by saving the trait scores from an ordinal latent trait model (using full 
information maximum likelihood to draw upon all relevant information), rescaling so that the index 
went from 0 to 10: n=1,013, mean=6.0 and standard deviation=1.9.  Please contact the first author for 
item characteristic curves from the latent trait analysis. 
 
Trust in police procedural justice 
Respondents were asked about their assumptions or beliefs about police treatment and decision-
making. Question stem: ‘To what extent do you agree or disagree that when you deal with the police 
in London…?’ 
Wording Mean SD Latent trait 

loading 
The police use rules and procedures that are fair to 
everyone 

2.9 0.7 2.54 

The police clearly explain reasons for their actions 2.9 0.7 2.94 
The police provide opportunity for unfair decisions to be 
corrected 

2.8 0.7 2.51 

The police make decisions based on fact not personal 
opinions 

2.9 0.7 3.32 

Response alternatives: (1) strongly disagree to (4) strongly agree. 
Note: an index was created by saving the trait scores from an ordinal latent trait model (using full 
information maximum likelihood to draw upon all relevant information), rescaling so that the index 
went from 0 to 10: n=999, mean=5.7 and standard deviation=2.1. Please contact the first author for 
item characteristic curves from the latent trait analysis. 
 
Trust in police effectiveness 
Respondents were asked about the effectiveness of the police in performing a number of different 
roles. 
Wording Mean SD Latent trait 

loading 
How well do you think the Metropolitan police tackles drug 
dealing and drug use? 

4.7 1.4 2.17 

How well do you think the Metropolitan police tackles gun 
crime? 

5.0 1.3 3.06 

How well do you think the Metropolitan police supports 
victims and witnesses? 

5.2 1.3 2.78 

How well do you think the Metropolitan police tackles 
dangerous driving? 

5.2 1.2 2.27 

How well do you think the Metropolitan police responds to 
emergencies promptly? 

5.2 1.3 2.14 

How well do you think the Metropolitan police prevents 
terrorism? 

5.5 1.2 1.91 

How well do you think they police major events in London? 5.8 1.1 1.73 
Response alternatives: (1) not at all well to (7) very well. 
Note: an index was created by saving the trait scores from an ordinal latent trait model (using full 
information maximum likelihood to draw upon all relevant information), rescaling so that the index 
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went from 0 to 10: n=1,010, mean=5.8 and standard deviation=1.7.  Please contact the first author for 
item characteristic curves from the latent trait analysis. 
 
Contact with the police 
Respondents were asked whether they had been stopped by the police in the past 12 months. If they 
said yes, they were asked whether they were given a reason for why they had been stopped, whether 
they had been told what would happen next; whether they had been treated with respect; and whether 
the police were justified in stopping them. The response alternatives were: ‘Yes, fully’, ‘Yes, to some 
extent’, Not really’, and ‘Not at all’. A mean value of these items was taken, where ‘not at all’ equals 
0, ‘not really’ equals 1, ‘yes, to some extent’ equals 2, and ‘yes, fully’ equals 3. No procedural justice 
was defined as an average between 0 and 1.5, some procedural justice was defined as an average 
between 1.6 and 2, and procedural justice was defined as an average between 2.1 and 3. Respondents 
were also asked if they had been searched and/or arrested by the police in the past 12 months (this 
could be a separate event to having been stopped), and whether or not they had been received 
procedural justice. The same classification procedure was implemented as above. Finally, a series of 
dummy variables were created, indicating whether an individual had experienced any of the three 
types of contact (combining being stopped with being searched and/or arrested). Below are the 
relevant frequencies. 
 
 n % 
No contact 784 77.1 
Contact, received no procedural justice 76 7.5 
Contact, received some procedural justice 80 7.9 
Contact, received procedural justice 77 7.6 
Total 1,017 100 
        
Attitudes towards democracy 
Respondents were asked two Likert-style questions. 
Wording Mean SD 
Democracy may have many problems, but it is better than any 
other system 

4.1 0.8 

Having a democratic system is a good way of governing this 
country 

4.2 0.8 

Response alternatives: (1) strongly disagree to (5) strongly agree 
Note: an index was created taking the mean of the two items. The index was rescaled so that it went 
from 0 to 10: n=975, mean=7.9 and standard deviation=1.8. 
 
Belonging to Britain 
Respondents were asked one question. 
Wording Mean SD 
How important is your national identity to your sense of who 
you are? 

4.0 0.8 

Response alternatives: (1) not at all important to (6) very important. The variable was rescaled so that 
it went from 0 to 10: n=998, mean=7.5 and standard deviation=2.1. 
 
Fear of crime 
Standard intensity questions of fear of falling victim of crime were used (see Farrall et al., 2009). 
Question stem: ‘Now I would like to ask you about how much you worry about specific crimes. How 
worried are you about …? 
Wording Mean SD Latent trait 

loading 
…having your home broken into and something stolen 2.1 0.9 1.91 
…being mugged or robbed 2.1 0.8 2.72 
…being physically attacked by strangers 1.9 0.8 3.33 
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…being insulted or pestered by anybody while in the street 
or any other public space 

1.9 0.8 2.71 

Response alternatives: (1) not at all worried to (4) very worried 
Note: an index was created by saving the trait scores from an ordinal latent trait model (using full 
information maximum likelihood to draw upon all relevant information), rescaling so that the index 
went from 0 to 10: n=1,017, mean=3.9 and standard deviation=2.3. Please contact the first author for 
item characteristic curves from the latent trait analysis. 
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i A recent study by Haas et al. (2013) similarly linked ‘diffuse support’ for the police (specifically, generalized trust and 
confidence in the police) with support for vigilantism in the Netherlands (see also Haas et al., 2012). 
ii Boroughs are further subdivided into 624 wards. 
iii Social class A refers to higher managerial, administrative and professional occupations. Social class B refers to 
intermediate managerial, administrative and professional occupations. Social class C1 refers to supervisory or clerical and 
junior managerial, administrative and professional occupations. Social class C2 refers to skilled manual occupations. Social 
class D refers to semi-skilled and unskilled manual occupations. Finally, social class E refers to casual labourers, state 
pensioners, and the unemployed. 
iv It is important to measure people’s encounters with the police (and specifically whether they were treated fairly by 
officers) as well as people’s more general beliefs about the procedural fairness of police action.  
v It is important to differentiate between trust and legitimacy. In the words of Hawdon (2008: 186): “The role is legitimate; 
the individual is trusted.” Measures of trust might focus on the intentions and capabilities of individual officers – whether the 
officers can be trusted to fulfil specific institutional functions, like being effective, fair, dependable and have appropriate 
priorities (see, e.g., Stoutland, 2001; Flexon et al., 2009). Measures of legitimacy might focus on the authority that the 
institution (the role) confers onto individual officers and, conversely, the moral validity that actions of individual officers 
confers back to the institution and role. For discussion on the meaning and measurement of legitimacy, see: Jackson et al., 
(2011); Bottoms & Tankebe (2012); Tankebe (2013); and Tyler & Jackson (2013). 
vi Papachristos et al. (2012) measured perceived legitimacy using the following four measures: ‘I feel that I should accept the 
decisions made by legal authorities’, ‘People should obey the law even if it goes against what they think is right’, ‘The law 
represents the values of people in power rather than the values of people like me [reverse coded]’, and ‘People in power use 
the law to try and control people like me [reverse coded]’. These measures are similar to those used in our study (see the 
appendix), in that the first two indicators focus on felt obligation to obey and the second two indicators focus on the moral 
validity of legal authority. 
vii While we use standard British intensity measures of fear of crime (Hough, 1995), we acknowledge that there are 
complexities underlying the meaning and measurement of fear of crime that we cannot address in the context of the current 
study (see, for example, Gray et al., 2011). 
viii Although see Bradford et al. (2009) and Jackson et al. (2012b). 
ix The belief that the police are effective nevertheless appears in narrow circumstances to be associated with increased 
acceptance of private violence for social change. This correlation appears only when controls are added for procedural 
justice and police legitimacy. There are two potential explanations for this finding. First, a perception of police efficacy may 
conduce to the idea that some problems can be solved through force. We find this account unconvincing. There is no reason 
why the same perception would not also influence attitudes toward private violence for social control. Second, and more 
likely, it may be that within the young minority population studied here, belief in police effectiveness is correlated with 
antiauthoritarian attitudes. That is, those who object to extensive use of state authority tend to view state authority as 
efficacious, able to exert force on citizens, also tend to believe that it is permissible to use violence against the state. Similar 
dynamics might be posited in authoritarian regimes, such as the former Soviet bloc, where belief in the efficacy of the police 
to enact repression might produce greater willingness to resist the state. 
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